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I trust everybody will get involved in the drop, rattle and roll...earthquake drill. 

Well except those of you where in climate weather is more of a thing. 

This week are have special promotion going on. 

Buy a single oven and get a warming drawer for free. 

Some we have matches to and other we don’t. Good only on in stock items. 

We should see more product next week, just not sure what yet. 

I have a 48” and 30” DCS in route this week if your interested. 

Thanks for accepting my newsletters, 

Robert Ehrig 



Buy an Oven and get a warming drawer for free ! 



Buy and Oven and get a warming drawer for free ! 



Buy and Oven and get a warming drawe for Free  ! 



DCS 48” Dual Fuel Range with 5 burners and 18” griddle 

$ 7299.99 



DCS all Gas range with 5 burners and 18” griddle 

$ 5999.99 



DCS  36” all gas range with 6 burners 

$ 3999.99 



Miele white steam convection oven built in 

$ 2399.99 



Viking 

Professional 

 

Buy this French Door Oven 

For Only $3699.99 

Which normally sells for $ 5899.99 

 

And get this matching  

warming drawer 

For  Free 
 

Its like getting $3700 off. 

Normal retail pricing 

Only one at this price 



Viking 24” Wine fridge and matching beverage center for building in. 

Bev center is $ 1899.99   and    wine is  $ 1999.99 



Several 30” BBQ’s on carts starting at only $ 2499.99 



Lynx Outdoor refrigerated drawers now only  $ 1999.99 



Viking Professional  

42” Stainless Steel Built In Fridge 

This one is still new. 

VCSB5423SS 

$ 5999.99 

Viking 7 Series 36” Rangetop 

4 Burners and griddle 

$ 3199.99 



Viking Professional 

42” Graphite Grey Built In fridge 

This ones is new too !!! 

VCSB5423GG 

For only  

$ 5999.99 

Viking 7 Series 48” range Top w/ 8 burners 

This one has the big...big...big  burners. 

$  3499.99 



Viking Professional 60” dual fuel range with 6 burners griddle and grill. 

VDSC5606GQSS   for  only  $ 9999.99 



 

DCS BBQ’s coming 

48” BBQ grill head  BH1-48R-N   for    $ 3799.99 

30”  BBQ grill head  BH1-30R-N  for  $ 1899.99 

 

We also have a 42” dry pantry  and a trash pull to match these. 

 

 

I look forward to serving you in the future and have enjoyed our past as well. 

Please let me know via email if there is anything I can do for you. 

 

Thanks again for accepting my newsletter. 

 

Robert Ehrig 

applianceoutletguy@gmail.com 


